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This novel tells the ‘coming of age’ story of Luisa, who lives in a tiny German village, surrounded 
by an eccentric group of friends, family and locals. Her story centres on her relationship with her 
grandmother, Selma, who is ‘as high as a tower and as old as the hills… so old that she had 
helped invent the world.’  
 
Luisa’s ‘getting of wisdom’ is contextualised by the townsfolks’ perennial struggles to live and 
love, and by the appearance (then disappearance) of a beautiful young Buddhist monk called 
Frederik. The story thus focuses on the funny, poignant and painful moments when seductively 
abstract ‘philosophies of life’ collide with concrete reality. Every character is learning how to live 
in the space between the ‘here-and-now’ and the ‘when-and-if’: there is, therefore, a constant 
tension throughout the novel between the simplicities of absence and the complications of 
presence. 
 
Luisa’s vividly-evoked world is one where people are only ‘truly lost’ if you stop searching for 
them, where ‘as long as no one dies, every farewell is negotiable,’ and where love ‘befalls you… 
like the bailiff.’ Luisa’s world is also one that understands, and learns to accept, the terrible losses 
that all love promises:  
 

‘I was afraid of Palm’s pain. I didn’t know how to approach him, in the same way you 
don’t know how or if you should approach a motionless animal you’ve never seen 
before. Pain had uprooted everything inside him it couldn’t use.’ 

 
Readers who like realist literature might initially find the surreal, almost fable-like nature of this 
story difficult: I did. However, the novel’s masterful crafting and translation, plus its sincere 
warmth, wit and wisdom, will entice all sorts of people into a fictional terrain which, for all its 
quirkiness, resonates with truth and humanity.  
 
 
 
This review was first published in Good Reading Magazine. 
 


